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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we first show that the Dynamic Peer-to-Peer
(P2P) Coalition Networks exist in numerous scenarios where
co-located mobile users form coalitions to improve content
distribution service. Then, we study the relationship be-
tween the size of coalitions and the distance from the mo-
bile nodes to the Point of Interest on real Goole maps. Our
study shows that the coalition size distribution follows an
exponential function with respect to the distance.
We then design an adaptive protocol, which blends cellular

and P2P (i.e., wifi or Bluetooth) interfaces of the mobile de-
vice and leverages the exponential-coalition-size function to
minimize the cellular download and meet the file download
deadline. With our protocol, mobile nodes periodically sam-
ple the current coalition size and predict the future coalition
size using the exponential function. Then, nodes apply the
predicted coalition size function to calculate the available
data in P2P channel using the Online Codes technique and
tune the cellular download timer adaptively to meet the file
download deadline. Simulation results show that our proto-
col achieves considerably improved performance by reducing
the downloading load on the cellular channel and signifi-
cantly reducing message overhead. Simulation results also
confirm that our protocol adapts well to network dynamics
since when the nodes get closer to the Point of Interest, the
coalition size function is predicted more accurately1.

1. INTRODUCTION
Besides the traditional cellular communication interface,

smart phones currently come equipped with ad hoc wireless
interfaces such as Bluetooth and wifi (i.e., peer-to-peer in
our context). This offers a novel opportunity in which smart
phones can collaboratively communicate in a peer-to-peer
(P2P) fashion to improve performance of network protocols.
As a result, recent research in designing content distribution
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protocols for smart phones starts to take the P2P communi-
cation into consideration [7, 5, 10]. However, leveraging P2P
communication remains challenging since the P2P commu-
nication is limited by a short transmission range and thus
becomes broken under the mobility of cellular users.

More importantly, cellular users may not have the in-
termediate incentive to communicate in the P2P channel,
which is highly energy-consuming. Let us consider a shop-
ping street scenario where customers walk to their interested
shops and download the product preview video to their cell
phones using the cellular connectivity, and at the same time
they exchange the video via the Bluetooth or 802.11 wireless
interfaces of the phones. Given two co-located customers A
and B, according to previous protocols [7, 5, 10], A and B
are required to collaboratively exchange/forward messages.
However, A and B may have different targeted shops, so
they may move towards different directions in very near fu-
ture, causing their wireless connection to break. Further, if
A is interested in jewelry and B is interested in digital cam-
eras, what is the immediate incentive for A to disseminate
the packet about digital cameras from B, and vice versa?
We therefore believe that sharing mutual content interest
is crucial to motivate people (with their smart phones) to
collaboratively exchange content messages.

Interestingly, we observe numerous scenarios where co-
located people motivate themselves to collaborate since they
share mutual content interests. For example, smart phones
of co-located audiences or co-located soccer fans may form
coalitions to exchange data via the P2P channel, while these
mobile users are heading towards the same Points of Interest
(PoI) such as the concert theater or the soccer stadium.
In this context, these smart phones form a communication
network called dynamic P2P coalition network.

In this paper, we exploit the transition of coalition pat-
tern when the nodes move from the sparse areas to the dense
areas in the dynamic P2P coalition networks to design an
adaptive content distribution protocol. Particularly, we first
study the relationship between the size of coalitions formed
by mobile nodes and the distance from the mobile nodes to
the PoI on three real maps taken from Google Map. Our
study shows that the coalition size distribution follows an
exponential function with respect to the distance. Relying
on this coalition size distribution, we present a novel adap-
tive protocol that blends cellular and P2P interfaces of the
mobile devices to improve content distribution. Our proto-
col uses Online Codes [8] technique to estimate the avail-
able data in P2P channel so that we can efficiently plan the
download in cellular channel. We evaluate our protocol using
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Figure 1: A Dynamic P2P Coalition Network

simulation and the results show that our adaptive protocol
achieves considerably better performance than the current
state of the art protocol, meets the file download deadline,
and significantly reduces message overhead.
In this paper, we first present the dynamic P2P coalition

networks in Section 2. Then, we study the coalition pattern
on three realistic maps taken from Google Map in Section
3. This study shows that the coalition size distribution fol-
lows an exponential function, which motivates us in design-
ing an adaptive content distribution protocol using Online
Codes technique and the exponential-coalition-size function
in Section 4 and 5. Then, we present the simulation results
in Section 6. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 8.

2. DYNAMIC PEER-TO-PEER COALITION
NETWORKS

Definition of Communication Coalition.
The communication coalition is defined recursively as fol-

lows:

1. If node n1 and node n2 are in the communication range
of each other via the P2P channel, are heading to the
same Point of Interest, and share mutual content inter-
est, then n1 and n2 belong to the same communication
coalition. In this case, n1 and n2 are one-hop neigh-
bors of each other.

2. If node n1 and n2 belong to the communication coali-
tion C, n2 and n3 belong to the communication coali-
tion C, then n1 and n3 belong to the communication
coalition C. This transitive property means the com-
munication coalition can be expanded to multiple com-
munication hops.

Henceforth, we use the terms communication coalition and
coalition interchangeably. In our context, the dynamic P2P
coalition network consists of two concepts: Point of Interest
and mobile node. Point of Interest (PoI) represents a fixed
place destination such as soccer stadium, concert theater,
shopping mall, etc., where people move towards. While mov-
ing towards the mutual PoI, these mobile users may share
the mutual content interest about the PoI and thus they may
use the cell phone to collaboratively download and share the
content. The mobile node concept represents the cell phone
of pedestrians or drivers, who are heading towards the PoI.
These mobile nodes form the dynamic P2P coalition network
with following important properties: (1) only mobile nodes
in the same coalition collaborate to exchange data via the

P2P channel, and (2) the size of coalitions formed by mo-
bile nodes becomes bigger at closer distance from the PoI.
In other words, closer to the PoI, the density of nodes head-
ing to the PoI increases thus the communication coalition
expands. Figure 1 shows a dynamic P2P coalition network
with three Points of Interest and mobile nodes in which the
shading pattern represents the node’s content interest. In
this figure, at closer distance from a PoI, there are more
mobile nodes heading towards the PoI. We find that the
dynamic P2P coalition networks indeed exist naturally in
numerous scenarios as presented below.

The first class of scenarios can be found in the context
of location-dependent event. For example, pedestrians are
moving towards the location of the same Points of Interest
for social events such as an outdoor concert or a costume
festival. When walking towards the event location, people
may use cell phones to download video files about the event
from a server via the cellular channel. Closer to the event
location, there are more people heading towards the event
location and downloading the event content. In this case, a
dynamic P2P coalition network can be formed by these cell
phones that exchange downloaded data via the P2P channel
to speed up the download process. Similar scenario exists
when the drivers drive towards these Points of Interest and
want to access the event content using their cell phones.

The second class of scenarios exists when pedestrians or
cars move towards the same Point of Interest and download
a location-dependent content. For example, when customers
are moving to the shopping malls, shopping street, they may
use cell phones to download video files such as product pre-
view video, local commercial advertisement. Closer to these
Points of Interest, there are more people heading to these
areas and their cell phones can form a dynamic P2P coali-
tion network to download the videos from the server via the
cellular channel, and exchange downloaded data via the P2P
channel. Similar phenomenon exits if these customers move
towards these Points of Interest by car.

We believe that this coalition pattern naturally and fre-
quently occurs in reality, and offers a novel opportunity to
improve the performance of content distribution service. In
this paper, we focus on the formation of coalition and ex-
ploit the transition of coalition size when the nodes move
from the sparse areas to the dense areas of the networks to
design an adaptive content distribution protocol. Particu-
larly, we first study the coalition pattern on three real maps
taken from Google Map and then we exploit the result of
the study to design the content distribution protocol.

3. STUDY OF COALITION PATTERN ON
REAL GOOGLE MAPS

To understand the coalition pattern of mobile nodes in re-
alistic scenarios, we perform the following experiment. First,
we select a real map MP from Google Map with a Point of
Interest P at the center of the map. Second, we select N
nodes at random locations on MP in the surrounding areas
of P . The distance from these N nodes to P depend on the
type of nodes (i.e., the distance is closer if n is a pedestrian
than that if n is a car). Third, we use Google Map APIs
to find the routes (i.e., Google routes) for nodes from their
locations to P . Fourth, we assume that all nodes arrive at
P at approximately the same time and thus nodes closer to
P will depart towards P later than nodes farther from P .
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Figure 2: Exponential fitting of the coalition size for different maps (i.e., y = a1 · e−c1·d + b1, d is distance from the PoI)

Then, we let nodes move along their Google routes to P .
Finally, we compute the average coalition size at different
distances from P when nodes are heading to P . Here, we
use the definition of Coalition in Section 2 and the commu-
nication range is 200 (m).
We perform our experiment on three real maps for three

realistic scenarios. The first map is for the Assembly Hall
where the basket ball matches or concert events are held at
the University of Illinois. For this map, we select 320 pedes-
trians (e.g., basketball fans) at random locations as shown
in Figure 2(a) and let them move to the Hall (i.e., Point of
Interest) along with their Google routes. Similarly, we se-
lect 300 pedestrians at random locations and let them move
to the Times Square (i.e., Point of Interest) in New York
City. The third map is a shopping mall in Champaign, Illi-
nois area called Market Mall (i.e., Point of Interest). Here,
we select 350 cars at random locations and let them move
to the Mall along with their Google routes. Figures 2(b)
and 2(c) show that at the closer distance from the Point of
Interest (or destination), the coalition size increases signifi-
cantly. More interestingly, we found that the coalition size
fits very well to the exponential function. In this paper, we
exploit this exponential-coalition-size function to design an
adaptive content distribution protocol.

4. SYSTEM MODELS

We focus on a dynamic P2P coalition network where the
coalition size follows the exponential function. In our net-
work, each mobile node has a long-range connectivity in-
terface (e.g., cellular) and short-range connectivity interface
(e.g., Bluetooth or wifi). We consider the scenario where
a mobile user moves towards a PoI, downloads files using
her cell phone, and sets the deadlines for the downloads.
The deadline is determined by the mobile users and it de-
pends on the particular content or event. For example, when
walking toward the Assembly Hall for a basket ball match, a
person may use his cell phone to download the player profile
video and set the deadline for this download to 15 (minutes).
The mobile node (i.e., cell phone) then downloads data from
the file server via the cellular communication and exchanges
downloaded data via the P2P communication with other
nodes in the same coalition. We use Online Codes [8] (or
erasure code) to encode files at the server. Particularly, the

file server divides the original file into B equal-sized message
blocks. B is a large number so that duplication in block gen-
eration can be avoided. As shown in [8], the B message
blocks will be decoded in linear-time as long as n receives
at least (1 − δ)B′ check blocks (either from the server via
cellular channel or from other nodes via P2P channel).

5. ADAPTIVE CONTENT DISTRIBUTION
PROTOCOL

5.1 Design Objective and Protocol Overview
Our objective is to minimize the cellular download and

meet the file download deadline. In our protocol, each mo-
bile node n has a cellular download timer T , which specifies
how often n downloads a content block from the content
server via the cellular interface. Our objective is to tune
T adaptively to the network condition so that n can mini-
mize the cellular download while meeting the file download
deadline. In order to achieve that, n needs to predict the
coalition pattern of the network on the move and tunes T
accordingly. Table 1 shows notations used in our protocol
design, which is presented in detail in the following sections.

5.2 Bootstrapping
In our protocol, we divide time into equal-sized periods

∆. The length of the period ∆ depends on node’s speed.
For example, for the network formed by cellular phones of
pedestrians, ∆ is longer than that of the network formed
by mobile phones of drivers. This is intuitive since when
nodes move faster, the coalition size changes faster and thus
∆ should be smaller.

When a node n starts moving from its initial location
towards the destination, n sets a deadline for the file down-
load and tunes both cellular and P2P channels on. Initially,
n has a default cellular download timer T (with T < ∆) and
when T expires, n requests a check block of the file from the
content server via the cellular channel. At the same time, n
exchanges downloaded data with other peers within n’s P2P
one-hop communication range. To avoid wrong prediction
of coalition size function, n first samples several coalition
sizes, one sample per period ∆, and put these coalition sizes
into the list of coalition sizes. Then, for each period ∆, n
predicts the future coalition size function using the list of
coalition sizes, downloads data from cellular channel when
T expires, tunes T to meet the file download deadline, and



Name Description
F Number check blocks n must download to decode the original file, F = (1− δ) ·B′

TD Deadline at which n must finish downloading the file
TC Current time
T Cellular download timer. After each T period, n downloads a check block from the content server via the cellular interface

g(t) The predicted exponential-coalition-size function, g(t) = a · eλ·t + b
G(tk) Set of nodes in the same coalition with n at time tk, including n. Size of G(tk) is g(tk)
M Number of check blocks n is carrying throughout the current time TC

∆ The protocol time period. For each period ∆, node n samples coalition size, predicts g(t), and updates T
Bp Estimated number of check blocks n may obtain from the P2P channel during period [TC , TD]
Bc Estimated number of check blocks n has to download from the server during period [TC , TD] to meet download deadline

Table 1: Notations used in the protocol design

exchanges data via the P2P channel. Next, we present in
detail these actions of n.

5.3 Predicting the Coalition Size Function
As shown in Section 3, the coalition size follows an expo-

nential function with respect to the distance d to the des-
tination: y = a1 · e−c1·d + b1. Let t denote the time since
the node starts moving towards the destination (e.g., PoI),
we see that the distance d is a decreasing function of t. Let
g(t) be the coalition size at time t. Since y = a1 ·e−c1·d+b1,
we have g(t) = a · eλ·t + b with g(t) > 0, λ > 0. Notice that
g(t) is an increasing function with respect to t while y is a
decreasing function with respect to d. The next step is to
obtain the coefficients a, b, λ.
For each period ∆, the node n obtains a new (current)

coalition size and puts this new coalition size into n’s list
of coalition sizes. To obtain the coalition size, n broadcasts
a membership message, and nodes in n’s coalition respond
to this membership message. n can obtain the coalition
size based on the responsive messages. Then, n fits the
list of coalition sizes to an exponential function in the form
of a · eλ·t + b to obtain coefficients a, b, λ of g(t). Since
nodes choose different paths to the destination, coalition
sizes observed by nodes may be different. Node n will use its
predicted exponential-coalition-size function g(t) to estimate
the amount of data node n can obtain from the P2P channel
(to be shown in Section 5.5).

5.4 Downloading From Cellular Channel
The node n has a cellular download timer T . When this

timer T expires, n requests new data from the server. Upon
receiving the request from n, the server creates a check-
block2 and sends it to n [8]. Since Online Codes is applied
at the server side and the number of message blocks B is
large, the server will not create duplicate check blocks with
high probability [8]. Therefore, any check-block returned by
the server is useful for n to decode the original file.

5.5 Tuning the Cellular Download Timer
Given the predicted coalition size function g(t), the next

step is to calculate the data availability in P2P channel (i.e.,
Bp) and tune the cellular download timer T adaptively. In
our protocol, when the two nodes first meet, they exchange
all new check-blocks via the P2P channel. After that, when
they stay in one coalition, they only exchange check-blocks,
which are newly downloaded during the last period ∆. Then,
Bp is estimated as follows.
2A check-block is an encoded block from the original blocks.

Since n only knows its current cellular download timer T ,
n assumes all nodes in n’s current coalition have the similar
cellular download timer T . Intuitively, nodes in one coali-
tion carry the same set of check-blocks and observe similar
coalition size, so their cellular download timers should be
similar or at least close.

For a future time tk > TC , the coalition size g(tk) =
a · eλ·tk + b can be predicted by using the function g(t) of
n. Further, the number of check-blocks a node in G(tk) can
download for the period [tk, tk+∆] is ⌊∆

T
⌋. The total number

of check-blocks downloaded by all nodes in G(tk), including
n, for the period [tk, tk +∆] is g(tk) · ⌊∆

T
⌋. Notice that this

calculation holds since the server will not create duplicate
check-blocks with high probability by using Online Codes
[8]. As a result, all new check-blocks downloaded by other
nodes in G(tk) are useful for n to decode the original file.
The number of periods ∆ between the current time TC and
the file download deadline TD is σ = ⌊TD−TC

∆
⌋. So, we have:

Bp =

σ∑
i=0

g(TC + i ·∆)⌊∆
T
⌋ (1)

Let M be the number of check-blocks carried by node n
since the download starts until the current time TC . There-
fore, M + Bp is the number of check-blocks n can poten-
tially obtain by the file download deadline TD, using the un-
changed cellular download timer T for the duration [TC , TD].
To make the protocol adaptive, the cellular download timer
T is updated as follows:

1. If M + Bp < F , then Bc = F − (M + Bp). The
number of check-blocks that n needs to download from
the cellular channel for each period ∆ is ⌈Bc

σ
⌉. As a

result, the new cellular download timer is T = ⌊σ·∆
Bc

⌋.
If T > ∆, then T = ∆

2. If M +Bp > F , then we want to minimize the cellular
download. So, we increase the cellular download timer
to T = T + ⌊T

2
⌋. If T > ∆, then T = ∆

5.6 Exchanging Data via P2P Communication
Since the neighbor list may change over time, node n uses

timestamp to avoid duplicate data exchange with its neigh-
bors as follows. Any time n receives a block from the content
server or the peer, if the block is new to n, n marks the block
with n’s current time. Any time n wants to send a block to
n1 via the P2P channel, n sends the oldest block b that n
has not sent to n1, based on the timestamp of b marked by
n. Upon sending b to n1, n records the timestamp of b as
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the oldest time n sends a block to n1. As a result, n can use
the timestamp to avoid duplicate data exchange.

6. EVALUATION

6.1 Simulation Settings

Parameter Description
Number of nodes [75,100,150,200]
Street seg. length (v1, v2) Pedestrian:100, Car:500 (m)
Destination v100
Download deadline 1200 (s)
Start locations v6, v15, v24, v33, v42, v51
File length [5000,10000,15000,20000](block)
Block size 2KB
Cellular download rate 2 (Mbps) [1]
P2P transmission range Pedestrian:10, Car:75 (m)
Node speed Pedestrian:[1,2], Car:[8,10] (m/s)
∆ Pedestrian:50(s), Car: 40(s)

Table 2: Simulation Settings

We write our own simulator in C++ to evaluate our pro-
tocol. Nodes in our simulation move in a Manhattan street
area with 100 intersections as shown in Figure 3. Table 2
shows the details of simulation settings. For the cellular
channel, we use the Proportional Fair Scheduler with the
maximum downloading rate 2MBps [1]. Initially, node n
is placed at one of intersections v6, v15, v24, v33, v42, v51, at
random. Then, n moves towards the destination v100. To
avoid the wrong coalition size sampling, initially n has the
initial coalition size 1 and after the first 100(s), n starts
sampling the coalition size. n starts to predict the coalition
size function at 200(s). At each intersection, n selects the
next intersection towards v100 by following the Manhattan
mobility model. In our simulation, we have two different
types of dynamic P2P coalition networks named Pedestrian
and Car networks. The former is used to evaluate the per-
formance of our protocol for the pedestrian network with a
smaller transmission range and a slower speed. This type of
network corresponds to the scenario where football fans are
walking to the football stadium to attend a football match
as mentioned in Section 2, where they download the video of

match preview via the cellular channel and exchange data
via the Bluetooth channel. Meanwhile, nodes in Car net-
work has a longer transmission range and a faster speed,
which corresponds to the scenarios where commuters drive
from home to office and download videos of local news via
the cellular channel to their cell phones and exchange down-
loaded data via the wifi channel. For the Car network, we
use 75 (m) for the transmission range since the transmission
range in practice is much shorter than the theoretical range
(i.e., 250 m). The deadline is set to 1200 (s) since a node
n is about to arrive at v100 with this deadline. We run the
experiments 10 times and plot the average. We evaluate the
percentage of downloaded blocks via the cellular link and the
peer-to-peer message overhead since we want to reduce the
expense from cellular download and save the node energy.

6.2 Simulation Results

6.2.1 Comparison with Non-adaptive Protocol
Figure 4 compares the performance of our adaptive proto-

col with a non-adaptive protocol. The non-adaptive protocol
is described as follows: a mobile node uses the P2P chan-
nel to exchange downloaded message blocks and at the same
time uses the cellular channel to download random message
blocks from the content server. Notice that the non-adaptive
protocol is the current state of the art protocol, which is
used to combine cellular and P2P channel to improve data
download on the cell phones. In our simulation, using the
adaptive protocol, all nodes meet the file download deadline.
Figure 4 shows that the adaptive protocol outperforms the
non-adaptive protocol in both Pedestrian and Car networks.
Particularly, the adaptive scheme reduces the cellular down-
load from 20% to 25% compared to the non-adaptive scheme.
In Figure 4(a), when the file size increases, the adaptive pro-
tocol works better for Car network since when the network
is more dynamic, nodes may meet more peers and have a
higher chance to obtain more missing check-blocks. Figure
4(b) shows that when the number of nodes in the network
increases, both adaptive protocol and non-adaptive protocol
perform better since the nodes have more peers to exchange
data. Again, the adaptive scheme works better for the Car
network due to the increases of network dynamics. Figure
4(c) shows that compared to the non-adaptive protocol, the
use of timestamp in ad hoc data exchange significantly saves
the message overhead of our adaptive protocol. Notice that
the y-axis of this figure is in log-scale.

In conclusion, our adaptive scheme reduces the cellular
download and reduces message overhead significantly.

6.2.2 Fitting Error
Figure 5 shows that when the nodes get closer from the

destination, our protocol can predict g(t) more accurately.
In this figure the average normalized error is calculated as
follows. For a node n, let Y denote the set of all predicted
coalition size functions g(t) of n for the entire simulation.
For one g(t) ∈ Y , we calculate the sum of absolute error,
E, when comparing g(t) with the coalition size function of n
at the file download deadline TD, gTD (t) where gTD (t) ∈ Y .
Let Emax denote the maximum value of E for all g(t) ∈ Y .
Then, we normalize E (i.e., E = E

Emax
), hence 0 ≤ E ≤ 1

for all g(t) ∈ Y . As a result, for each node n we have
a set of normalized sum errors of all g(t) ∈ Y . The plot
in Figure 5 is obtained by averaging the normalized sum
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errors of all the nodes in the simulation. In Figure 5, the
average normalized error decreases when time is closer to the
file download deadline or node is closer to the destination.
That means the coalition size function is predicted more
accurately when node is closer to the destination.

7. RELATED WORK
There have been previous projects, which combined cellu-

lar and peer-to-peer channels to improve downloading band-
width of mobile users [7, 5, 10]. These approaches are not
adaptive to the network dynamics to reduce the download
load on cellular channel. Our approach is novel since we
capture the coalition pattern and the change of node den-
sity from the sparse to the dense areas of the network. We
also predict the P2P data availability on the fly so that we
can adapt and reduce the load on cellular infrastructure.
Network Coding has been applied extensively to improve

content distribution in both wired and wireless networks [8,
2, 6]. In this paper, we use Online Codes at the content
server, which provides low redundant check-blocks and sim-
plifies the estimation of data availability in the P2P channel
(see Section 5.1). Given the estimated coalition size, we can
estimate the amount of available data in P2P channel to
tune the download timer in the cellular channel.
Current mobility models [9, 3, 4] do not capture the coali-

tion pattern in various scenarios presented in this paper. In
other words, current mobility models do not represent the
change of network density in different areas of the same net-
work. In this paper, we exploit the formation and transition
of coalition pattern resulted from the collective behavior of
human movement in reality to improve content distribution.

8. CONCLUSION
We exploit the transition of coalition size when the nodes

move from the sparse areas to the dense areas of the Dy-
namic P2P Coalition Networks to design an adaptive content
distribution protocol. Particularly, to understand the coali-
tion pattern of nodes, we study the relationship between the
size of coalitions and the distance from the mobile nodes to
the Point of Interest on three real maps taken from Google
Map. Our study shows that the coalition size distribution
follows an exponential function with respect to the distance.
Then, we present a novel adaptive protocol that blends cel-
lular and P2P communications of the mobile devices and
leverage the exponential-coalition-size function to improve
content distribution service of dynamic P2P coalition net-
works. The simulation results show that our adaptive pro-
tocol considerably outperforms non-adaptive protocol and
adapts well to network dynamics.
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